
Welcome to the presentation.  

Thank you for taking your time for being here. 

 

I hope that most of you would get something useful out of this 

presentation. 

We will have time at the end for questions. 
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Objectives of the presentation that were included when abstract was 

submitted to IDUG for consideration. 
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High level Agenda for this presentation. 

Agenda could be divided into 2 parts. 

 

In Part 1, we will introduce who a lazy DBA is and if you should be 

one? Later, we cover prepping the database environment to 

implement methodologies/scripts that are covered in step 2. 

In Part 2, we will share UNIX and SQL tips and tricks that increase 

productivity of DBAs and help save time (be efficient) 

 

** in the slide indicates the following: 

1) We did not include major error handling in UNIX and SQL 

scripts 

2) Chances are there might be no standards that were followed 

when scripts were written as they were written purely to make 

DBAs life easy 

3) Scripts could be re-written to make them better 

 

Our goal is to share what we have done and encourage other 

DBAs to implement similar thought process in their daily work life. 
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Objectives of the presentation that were included when abstract was 

submitted to IDUG for consideration. 
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A Lazy DBA is not lazy in pure sense. 

He/she is one who strives to automate most of the mundane tasks to 

be able to work on more exciting things. 

He/she strives to save time by finding simpler ways of doing things 

that we need on a daily basis. 

 

URL for Forrester Research: 

http://blogs.forrester.com/noel_yuhanna/10-09-30-

how_many_dbas_do_you_need_support_databases 
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Becoming a lazy DBA helps in staying cutting edge because 

of the time that is saved by automating tasks. 
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Overview of DB2 LUW databases at Huntington 

Bank. 
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From a high level, we have ‘custom’ and ‘maint’ sub-

directories on either a dedicated file system or file 

system that has Instance Owner’s home directory 

in  DPF database.  

Each of these directories in-turn have: 

• scripts 

•  data 

•  logs 

 as sub-directories. 

 

/custom/scripts directory has in it all scripts that 

make DBAs life easy. Some of them are shared in 

next slides. 
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/maint/scripts directory has in it all scripts that 

are for DB2 maintenance purposes.. 

Example: runstats, reorg, backup etc. 
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/maint/scripts directory has in it all scripts that 

are for DB2 maintenance purposes.. 

Example: runstats, reorg, backup etc. 
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10 
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Adding an alias is a one-time task. Using multiple 

aliases instead of typing long commands saves 

time. 

Next set of slides have aliases for mundane and 

repetitious commands that DBAs use on a 

regular basis. 

 

After adding alias, you have to either sign out and 

sign in again or run $HOME/.bashrc (.kshrc in 

case of korn shell) in bash shell. 
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Here is an example of how more aliases could be 

set up for: 

1) Database Configuration file (db cfg) 

2) Database Manager Configuration file (dbm cfg)  

 

Instead of typing “db2 get db cfg for TESTDB” one 

could get away with typing “dbcfg”. Of course, if you 

have multiple databases, one needs to create a 

unique alias for each of them if needed. 
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Here is an example of how we use more aliases for: 

1) Changing to (cd) Diagnostics directory 

 

Instead of typing diagpath, (cd 

/db2fs/db2inst1/db2dump), we could get away with 

typing “cddump”. 
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Here is an example of how we use more aliases for: 

1) Changing to (cd) Diagnostics directory 

 

Instead of typing diagpath, (cd 

/db2fs/db2inst1/db2dump), we could get away with 

typing “cddump”. 
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Many a times, as DBA, we have to take a look at 

latest entries that are being added to db2diag.log 

file. 

A simple alias shown in this slide would let us ‘tail’ 

on this file with ease. Simply type ‘taild’ 
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Shortcut to db2top 
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Here are some the aliases that DBAs at 

Huntington use. 

 It is common to ‘ssh’ from one host to another 

within the DPF db environment. Creating 

alias(es) for these ‘ssh’ commands would help in 

a big way saving typing time and avoid ‘typos’ in 

server names. 
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High level agenda for the remainder of the 

presentation. We will have few minutes for 

questions at the end. 
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DB2’s native command ‘db2look’ is primarily used 

to extract ddl for database objects (tables / 

views). 

 db2look has lots of options in it and thus can 

become a long command to type. 

 When migrating tables from lower to high 

environments, we use db2look to extract ddl 

from lower environment (dev) and then to reply 

the ddl in higher environment. 

A UNIX script that would avoid repetitious typing of 

complex typing is shared in next slide. 
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This slide shows the core part of a script “ddl” 

which is used to extract ddl for a ‘table’ 

 

Usage: ddl $schema $tablename 
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Usage:  

ddlv $schema $viewname 

 

ddll $schema $tablename 
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Use loop_stmt to run a small UOW multiple 

times instead of running a large UOW which 

has potential to fill up logs 
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Usage: 

 loop_stmt $sqlfile  $no_of_times_to_run 
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Normally as DBAs we run through a list of 

exhaustive steps to make sure database 

health is okay once database recovers from an 

outage. 

This slide has 10+ steps that we do manually 

every time an outage works. 

Instead of doing this, a script to perform all the 

checks would be a good idea. This is shared in 

the next slide. 
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This script quickly checks the database availability 

with following checks:  

  1. Checks db2sysc procs on all nodes.  

  2. Checks the file system availability.  

  3. Checks the TSA status.  

  4. Activates database (if it is already not). Queries 

a table. 

  5. Lists the applications 

  6. Queries a catalog table 

  7. Tails the diag log  
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Simple script that would ‘reorg’ a DB2 table. 

The main time saving that DBAs would realize 

is when there are multiple tables that need to 

be reorg’d. 
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Simple script that would ‘reorg’ a DB2 table. 

The main time saving that DBAs would realize 

is when there are multiple tables that need to 

be reorg’d. 
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Browsing through the notify log for a specific 

thing is hard. Especially when you are 

diagnosing some problem/incident, it takes 

quite some time to nail it down. This script 

filters the notify log entries based on the key 

word you specified. You can also specify the 

time frame for limiting the matching entries into 

that specific time frame. 
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Sample usage of script notify_log 
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The output of “db2 list utilities show detail” on a 

DPF database could span multiple pages and 

this makes it challenging to browse for backup 

progress. 
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UNIX script to help to identify backup progress 

across all database partitions. This also helps 

to identify bottleneck partitions for backup. 
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This script helps in finding a table name, when 

you are not sure of the full name of it, but you 

know a part of it. It list all the tables that 

matches the word you provide. 
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This script, gives the state of a tablespace in all 

the participating partitions.  
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This script, gives you the details of tablespace 

like total pages, total space allocated, used 

space, high water mark, used percent, free 

pages, free space and free space percent at 

partition level. It also gives the overall size of 

the tablespace. 
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This script gives a snapshot of counts of different 

database object types in a given schema. 

 

This script is a lengthy one to include as a 

snapshot or in the notes. Please email if you 

want the source code for this one. 
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This script comes in handy, if you ever wanted to 

compare number of objects across the 

environments between two schemas and to 

find if there are any missing objects between 

two databases. 
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This scripts helps in finding what database roles 

is a user assigned to. This comes handy to 

check privileges for users. 
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This script lists all the users who are assigned a 

given role. 
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This script, gives the  snap shot of logspace 

utilization by each partition at the point of time. 
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This script, gives the  data skew in a table over 

all the partitions . 

URL to download stored procedure: 

http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/t

echarticle/dm-1005partitioningkeys/ 
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This script lists how many times an index is 

scanned since the last time that instance 

started. 

 

If no argument is passed, then the script lists # of 

index_scans for all tables in the database. 

Above example shows a scenarios where 

index_usage is used for a specific table. 
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As the name suggests, this script lists all the 

tables a tablespace consists. 
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Simple script that lists privileges that users hold 

for a given table. 
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This script lists different types of a dependant 

objects like child tables, indexes, views, 

triggers 

 

This script is a lengthy one. If you need source 

code for this one, feel free to email. 
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This script gives some key properties of a table / 

view like create_time, number of columns in it 

and cardinality.  
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As the name suggests, this script lists the 

recently created tables in the database ordered 

by create_time descending. 
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This script lists the existing indexes on a table 

with indexed column list, cardinality and index 

last used date. It comes in very handy, when 

you are in middle of troubleshooting a 

performance issue. 
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This script lists the existing indexes on a table 

with indexed column list, cardinality and index 

last used date. It comes in very handy, when 

you are in middle of troubleshooting a 

performance issue. 
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This script lists the existing indexes on a table 

with indexed column list, cardinality and index 

last used date. It comes in very handy, when 

you are in middle of troubleshooting a 

performance issue. 
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This script takes a file with sql statemenet(s) and 

issues db2advis command for IBM’s Design 

Advisor recommendations on indexes, 

repartitioning of tables, MQTs and MDCs. 
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This script takes a file with SQL statement(s) and 

prints explain plan for the statement. 
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This script lists the column properties (column 

name, data types, length, null or not-null etc) in 

a table. 
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This script gives ‘cardinality’ information of an 

object. 
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This script gives the quick record counts multiple 

tables. Needs to pass tables list as argument. 

Table names should be in one of the following 

format:  

METRICS.OBJECT_COUNT ($schema.table) or 

METRICS OBJECT_COUNT ($schema table) 
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This script lists all the tables that has matching 

column name in it. 
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Summary of time / effort savings when scripts 

mentioned in this presentation are used. 
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This script gives a snapshot of counts of different 

database object types in the database. 

 

This script is a lengthy one to include as a 

snapshot or in the notes. Please email if you 

want the source code for this one. 
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This script gives a snapshot of counts of different 

database object types in the database. 

 

This script is a lengthy one to include as a 

snapshot or in the notes. Please email if you 

want the source code for this one. 
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This script gives the reorg details such as 

reorg_start time, reorg_end time, reorg_phase, 

phase_status, phase_start time for each 

partition. 
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Simple script that would do runstats on a table. 

The main time saving that DBAs would realize is 

when there are multiple tables that need to be 

reorg’d. 
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